
Basically, the trial inspection caused no problems regarding commercia 
confidentiality. However, it was felt that this aspect could not be enacted 
in a sufficiently realistic manner, given the artificial absence of rea

have been collected here is of extraordinary commercial value to the owne 
and! therefore, requires special protection. With regard to observer, 
there was no indication that his role would differ from that at mill y 
facilities. In both cases he should be kept informed on how the inspection 
was proceeding by the chief inspector only, while it should be at the 
discretion of the challenged State to determine the extent of access gra 

The observer's rights need to be clearly delimited further.to him.
Finally, sampling and analysis proved to be particularly difficult

scre-ning »«hods,^ ^ time.c0„SUIning i„-depth analyses of ^P^s on the
site would be minimized. The use of analytical ^"nmants considerable
laboratory at the site proved to be problematic, since they took considerable

the needs of the inspection.

was

Thus, more

time to be adapted to

Some of the experiences 
trial challenge inspection with 
in detail in document CD/1102, 
air base

confirmed during the firstI have mentioned weremultinational participation and are described 
The inspection at the Bad Kreuznach military 

• «. • -r â.wn dictant areas, proceeded from the suspicion of
chemical 'weapons b",Le stored and ^r^ll^6

weapons. One ^——‘inspection team
experience with — _ .
dispatched by the f/ture technical.secretari,^ ^ Germany, worked
Argentina, Egypt, Iran, Pakis , rourse of the inspection was
extremely well together. members participating in a
interrupted to discuss questio - discussions turned out to be
CW-related inspection for the first ti ^ ^ ^ -ngpectors appointed by
the*technica^secretariathto^be thoroughly prepared and well trained again
became clear.
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(Mr. von Wagner. Germany)

Since securingThe inspection excluded the aspect of securing the site. _
site of this size in a meaningful manner poses major problems, it had been

scenario of this first trial challenge inspectiona
decided not to overload the
of such a site.
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